
 

Its_All_Light

I'm sharing this with everyone I know.  A lot of people think that vaccines must be okay because they

themselves didn't suffer adverse reactions, or if a certain age, because their children didn't suffer

reactions, however, what they don't know is that the quantity and chemical make up of the vaccines has

changed over the years, and many still don't know about the proven corruption and complicity of vaccine

promoters.  It's di�cult to understand the mindset of parents who blindly allow someone to inject multiple

diseases (sometimes as much as 9 at one go) into their perfectly healthy baby. never stopping to think

that this would never occur in nature.  We get one disease at a time, not nine all at once.  And this doesn't

even address the additives in the vaccines; mercury, aluminium, altered DNA, etc.  Miller's work is covered

in the video series 'The Truth About Vaccines' which I cannot recommend highly enough.   Everything you

want to know and need to know is all in one place.  Spread this information far and wide before any more

children's lives are destroyed (as well as their families' lives).

Posted On 07/02/2017

 

pgoltz

Merck makes vaccines from cultures derived from tissues of aborted babies. Where is the pro-life

movement's voice on this? The silence is deafening. Hey, folks, I am not a cannibal!

Posted On 07/02/2017
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chavah

Pgoltz, scientists in China have created new vaccines, using body parts from nine (9) aborted babies,

called WALVAX 2:  www.lifenews.com/2015/09/09/scientists-in-china-create-new-vaccines-us..    and

 www.youtube.com/watch .  Aborted fetal cells are also used in drugs:  soundchoice.org/.../drugs

   and cosmetics:  soundchoice.org/aborted-fetal-products/cosmetics-aborted-fetal-cells/

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

Temlakos

pgoltz - As a member of that pro-life movement, I speak loudly and often about that disgusting

practice--making human medicine from the bodies of aborted babies. That sort of thing bespeaks a

dying race and a dying civilization. Truly living societies do not cannibalize--and certainly not their

own!

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

mourningwarbler

chavah Thanks for sharing that dreadful but necessary information. What has happened to our

humanity? (On a more cheerful note, I think your name is the same as "Eve" in Beresheet,/ Genesis.

Last night we watched an amazing community college production of FIDDLER ON THE ROOF.

Everyone could REALLY sing. The acting. The timing. The bottle dancers. It was so professionally

done, even down to the scenes and costumes. And these were all just kids.)

 Posted On 07/02/2017
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dividingcricker

I was researching MRI gadolinium and Wiki Gadolinium and found it had a dozen listed names     This

lead to the MMR vaccine and one of these gadolinium names in its contents ......Gadolinium has been

linked to Fibromyalgia , and many toxic effects .....Has anyone here researched Rare Earth Minerals in

Vaccines or other Pharmaceuticals......

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

chavah

Mourningwarbler, some wedding joy for you:  www.youtube.com/watch

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

DryGulch

The following link is a short educational article of the beginnings (19th and early 20th centuries) on

the connection to vaccines, disease, illness, the scienti�c and pharmaceutical deceptions and their

implementation of that theory, presented as fact, into society.

timelessremedies.wordpress.com/2007/10/29/biological-terrain-vs-the-ge..
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LauraZW

There were 98 million Americans(between 1956 through 1963) that were vaccinated with tainted

materials ie; CANCER, by the genetically altered monkeys- in their Rhesus monkeys.This

"mistake",that is publicly known and admitted to,is what I believe we can attribute the huge growth in

cancer rates and its ever so pro�table "treatment".

The way the vaccine material was regenerated then,was to "splice" or whatever the medical term is for

this,within the actual genetic code of the monkeys. Meaning,it is passed on through DNA to future

generations,not just those administered the altered vaccines.

When this was discovered,it wasn't too long after,that the vaccine producers were declared "immune"

(no pun intended here) to lawsuits for anything that could and has gone wrong with these vaccines.

So,not only are we looking at the most ridiculous "preservatives" ever to be injected in to human

beings;mercury(thimerasol) and other proven deadly preservatives,these poisons are given to babies

at their most vulnerable time of life. That time of life is within the �rst two years of a child's neural

development! In the UK,where they do not even begin to vaccinate until a child is two years old(plus

they subject them to way fewer vaccines that the USA does),they have a fraction(comparatively)of the

cases of Autism than we do here. In the USA 1 of every 62 children administered the scheduled

vaccinations recommended by the CDC and the AMA,WILL DEVELOP AUTISM!!!! In the UK, 1 in over

2000 will develop Autism. As though this isn't evidence enough to put off vaccination,Autism is just

one of potentially 100's of auto immune diseases probably caused by these poisons that the

"establishment" forces on children with heavily propagandized programs administered to parents in

order to scare them in to going along with it. Despite the admission of CDC "whistle blowers" that ALL

of their(CDC)statistics are false. Deliberately falsi�ed!!!!

 Posted On 07/06/2017

 

farmercist

If you know the history vaccinations, the history of infectious disease, the history of viruses, and how

vaccines are manufactured...............you would be horri�ed that vaccines are standard medical practice

and that they are mandatory in many cases.  It's a total fraud.

 Posted On 06/08/2017
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stanleybecker

lies are synonymous with fraud - propaganda by Big Money to inject children with poison - this is what

Mengele and the Naazi crew were into - this is an unbelievable Mass Jim Jones conversion - we are all

living in Jonestown and taking the madatory prescripticdal injectables - Big Money is INSANE - why

can't Joe Public understand that?

 Posted On 07/01/2017

 

acs4457

Stan. "Joe Public". Joe is an emotional idiot Stan. In our country Joe voted for The Heathen to govern

us and now they can't understand why absolutely everything is going down the drain, so what is a little

pin *** to an infants health ? The worst of the worst is that my 5 children were not vaccinated

themselves , now two have had children, vaccinated them, are having two more and are going to

vaccinate again. These children are as well educated as can be and of course I am objecting as loudly

as possible. Needless to say, I am as frustrated as can be. In the last 10 years two boy were born into

this family circle, close friends of one of the children and a relation and both are autistic. South Africa

is going backwards so fast that there is already no welfare services for people in need, what is the

situation going to be when these youngsters are not here anymore to take care of their autistic

children ? This damn false media and big pharma is so powerful and apt at mind control that I am

considering approaching these kids pediatricians and informing them that, in the case of any of the

next two grandchildren being affected by vaccinations, I am going to issue summons against them for

lifelong maintenance for these children. At the very least they should wait until the infants are

stronger before vaccinating and then de�nitely not vaccinate these multiple concoctions. We should

hold the pediatricians responsible ? Drive the fear of God into them.

I tested one of the grandchildren's ( I have a degree in Psychology) ability to remember with my cell

phones code when she was around 2 years old, the child was already clearly highly intelligent, and

found that after a bout of vaccination she seemed to not remember as well as previously. Of course

this was not done "scienti�cally " exact but I have enough experience to have developed a massive

frown on my forehead. I am so deeply worried that I can feel the aggression in my rising up. Maybe

someone has some advice ?

 Posted On 07/02/2017
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pgoltz

I had no idea at the time that we shouldn't vaccinate our children, until I read Dr. Mendelsohn, but by

then, only one was left, and we didn't vaccinate him. However, the Army did. And as far as I know, all

our grandchildren were vaccinated. I didn't like it, but I have no say. I have a nephew who had a normal

personality until he suddenly had a high fever. Then he developed a serious personality disorder. His

parents don't think vaccination caused it. I do. Their parents take multiple drugs.

Giving my husband 14 drugs behind our backs and against our will, yes, they certai8nly did act

synergistically. They caused acute respiratory failure, and the only reason he survived is because they

could force oxygen into his lungs in the ICU. They almost killed him. The subsequent treatment he

needed cost us thousands of dollars out of pocket, which we could not spare. We can't get the money

back. We can't get a lawyer to represent us in a malpractice suit because that is "standard of care".

BEWARE "standard of care"; it is the fox in charge of the hen house, and means they abuse everyone,

so they can get away with it.

Example: they give everyone with a stomach tube, "food" that has corn syrup, maltodextrin, and

possibly soy (genetically engineered all three). People's blood sugar skyrockets, so giving insulin is

routine. The frankenfood is made by pharmaceutical companies. We turned them down on pneumonia

and �u vaccines. I hope they honored our wishes. He got pneumonia anyway, because of irritation

from the trach cannula that built mucus, a perfect culture medium. And the vaccine doesn't address

bacteria. They gave antibiotics. Bacteria. What a joke!

 Posted On 07/02/2017
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mourningwarbler

Dear pgoltz, Sorry for the tragic injuries that could be avoided. We must do our best to take care of

ourselves, but at those times when things go down, we turn to "them" and then it almost always seems

one step forward and two back. They are causing a lot of harm. I am so sorry for everything. I know

they do good stuff too. I have friends who are doctors who de�nitely mean well. They are certainly

smarter than I am, but they cannot "hear" about the vaccine stuff at this point. Young doctors have to

deal with college debt, malpractice insurance, and lawsuits. And insurance companies are importing

dentists & physicians from places such as India, where they skip college and go straight from high

school to medical school. They do not carry the debt our home grown dentists & physicians carry. It's

not an even playing �eld and this probably puts the physicians in fear for survival mode.

pgoltz, your story should be motivation for people to not be foolish with their health, since doctors,

even when they want to, are often helpless, having been educated by pharmaceutical companies. I am

sure many wanted to and still want to help people.  I thank God regularly for my husband's doctor in

Clearwater, Florida, who is a little more like Dr. Mercola, looking at the root causes, doing non-

traditional therapies such as chelation and vitamin C IVs, ozone. I don't know how effective these

things are, but I'm thinking they are a lot safer than drugs. He got my husband down to half a blood

pressure pill. I wonder if someone has been compiling lists of doctors like this. They are all human

beings; nobody is perfect, but we want doctors who will work with us... especially when it comes to

our children and vaccines!  www.youngfoundationalhealth.com

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

mourningwarbler

acs4457  I hear you. Our older kids were "vaccinated" / received shots. There were some not so good

reactions, but not the really devastating injuries sustained by others we know. Only one of our children

received no vaccines. One of our daughters married a man from Columbia who was fully vaccinated

and is fully in favor of "vaccinating" any children they have, since he saw the difference in the jungle

people where lives were saved. I forwarded this article (and others) previously. I bought Ty Bolinger's

THE TRUTH ABOUT VACCINES, and I am praying they will please watch it before the grandchildren we

are hoping for are born.

 Posted On 07/02/2017
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Acroyali

Jonas Salk admitted his Polio vaccine was a contributor, if not the sole cause, of the Polio outbreaks

in his time.  (His words, not mine.)  I deeply believe that his original intentions were nothing but good,

but (as is true with many things) the execution didn't exactly pan out the way it should have in theory.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

forbiddenhealing

warbler...FYI..Check ACAM physician �nder....lots of alternative docs and small clinics that practice

forbidden medicine....

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

steelj

ACS4457, I agree with you about Joe Public.  And that's been the problem throughout human history,

nothing new today.  He just wants to follow a parental �gure, like a child.  Hence the very descriptive

term Sheeple.  Those of us who try to ferret out the truth and base our actions and choices on it are,

and always have been, a distinct minority.  There's no reason to think that can change.  As social

animals, like ants, bees, lemmings, bison, we are genetically programmed to "follow the leader".

 Those who hesitate are outliers.

 Posted On 07/02/2017
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steelj

I hope somebody has some useful advice for you ACS.  You sound like you have a pretty good grip on

what you face and the di�culties of making any headway.  I'd advise you to expect resistance every

step of the way, but you already know that.  One thing that has helped me, not to get any results, but to

make sense of things, is to study psychopathy.  I took a lot of psychology in college and don't

remember anything said about it.  You need to research it on your own.  After a LOT of reading and

thinking about it the workings of human societies �nally make sense.  It's NOT that everybody in

power is a full-blown psychopath.  Some are, most are not.  It's a fascinating and illuminating subject,

a real eye-opener.  But like most subjects, reading one or two books isn't enough.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

Krofter

A nation that stoops to infanticide in the pursuit of the almighty dollar is surely doomed.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

iamblessediam

Any nation that adopts any from of GREED Science is doomed from so many different sources and

ways!  Anymore it seems to me the USA �ag should have "GREED Science" super imposed on it

because it's the "orthodoxy" that fuels the political process - the GREED Science orthodoxy is so

pernicious people keep electing their own health assassins - go �gure.  LBP!

 Posted On 07/02/2017
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MollyMalone

Yes. Any nation that stoops to infanticide is evil, displaying a blatant lack of respect for human life. If

human life is so unimportant, what respect is there for other forms of life? Talk is cheap, paying

lipservice to a concept or belief without acting upon it does not count. I know people who create their

own "loopholes" for their belief system so they can allow for this atrocity. On the basis of this fetal cell

issue alone people can use the religious objection - hopefully it will work. My daughter will be using

this as she writes her essay to refuse vaccines as she continues her education at a private school that

allows religious objections. Is our nation doomed? Absolutely. Could it turn around? Yes, but I doubt

that it will; the lies and the greed seem to be worsening.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

Krofter

blessed - Can't argue with that.

Molly - Abortion is one thing.  Killing breathing babies for pro�t takes things to a whole 'nuther level

(Gen 2:7, Job 27:3).  Why are Christians not railing against this as they are against abortion?

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

stanleybecker

Kroft - infanticide is a subcategory of genocide - the Zombie Populace condones all these practices as

God's Work - this is why " dumbness" has become such a valuable commodity -  Goldilocks stealing

the three bears porridge on a draconian scale

 Posted On 07/02/2017
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steelj

You're right, Krofter.  But to expand on that a bit, what nation has not been doomed, ever?  Societies

rise, then disintegrate, because people are what they are.  I appreciate the efforts to delay the

inevitable, but inevitable it is.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

chavah

Here are additional facts about vaccines to present to your doctor:  www.vaclib.org/.../web2.html

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

stanleybecker

FANTASTIC link, chavah - thank you - everybody interested in lies about what vaccination has done for

civilization should read this link

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

Rakaiaawa

This is great article regarding vaccines. I have not vaccinated two of my children the one I did passed

away two days later. I succumbed to pressure and have lived to regret it. I knew the day she was

vaccinated things weren't right!   I was told that her crying and fever were part of the recovery and she

would be �ne.  Well she just stoped breathing!  The problem now is that the government in Australia will

not support solo parents if they choose not to vaccinate.  No �nancial support and no day care.  They're

trapped into vaccinating as they need money to live. So there you have it.  The child I vaccinated died and

the two I didn't are now parents and healthy.  Stop vaccinations!!  Plus parents who choose not to

vaccinate are ostracised, they feel like lepers in their own country.

 Posted On 07/02/2017
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stanleybecker

I commiserate with you on the loss of your child - criminal acts that declare themselves as " just doing

business" have hijacked Modern Civilization

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

warriormom

Did not vaccinate my children after reading the book, DPT, A Shot in the Dark, over 30 years ago. I live in a

state with religious exemption. I went through 4 different pediatricians before �nding one, ( a woman) who

did not ridicule my decision. I had one pediatrician �re me as a patient while I was still in labor with my

second baby because I refused to inject at the hospital. I found a lawyer who supported my views and for

a small fee $300 he wrote my o�cial letter of exemption citing cases that supported my objection legally.

I �led my letter with my childrens schools, I sat through  propaganda movies at the local health

department, a requirement before signing papers for exemption. I kept my children out of school for two

days when I received a call from the health department that there was one case of measles in the

Mennonite community...miles from my home. I did not brag about my situation nor did I try to sway others.

If the subject came up I told my views and received many calls from other parents struggling with the

decision. I encouraged them to research and then decide FOR THEMSELVES.  So, it's not easy to buck this

system. I did it four times and I have never regretted it. I have witnessed children in my community

damaged by vaccines and I have heard parents say they wish they had a choice...you do, just don't expect

it to be easy.

 Posted On 07/02/2017
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PavelProstoy

Can you share your results in general terms on how your children did? We had done similar to you.

Breastfeeding infants plays an huge role in developing their immune system. We had to �nd a medical

doctor who was tolerant toward our anti vaccination view. Some doctors were very rude and

agressive. Back then doctors gave antibiotics for any small infections and laughed off the e�ciency

of vitamins.  It's amazing how everything is setup  against getting the truth. God bless you.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

seg

pavel for 20 bucks each i got an  exempt form signed by a notary person for both of our kids a number

of years ago...I  am in Ontario...see here  vaccinechoicecanada.com/.../legal-exemption-forms

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

stoneharbor

It's nice to have ammunition for a talk with a doctor. But it's the law that is causing the vaccinations. This

needs to be taken through the US congress as a bill that bans mandatory vaccinations. It would be even

better if the governments additionally educated their peoples as to the life robbing effects of vaccines. So

we need exactly the opposite to the trends that have been sweeping the world and raising the numbers of

vaccinations. And it needs to be law. This is not a simple solution. It takes minutes to replace truth with a

lie, and it takes years to reverse a lie that has been sold, but it needs to be done. Meanwhile, work with

your doctors and educate them to the point they will feel guilty every time they inoculate a baby. Don't let

them inoculate yours though.

 Posted On 07/02/2017
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Almond

The herd immunity argument allows individual rights to be denied for the greater social good. This is the

basis of socialism and even worse forms of govt.  Bureaucrats would have us believe that we are not born

with God-given rights, but that such rights can only be granted or denied by the state.  When one person is

forced or coerced to serve the will of another, that is the de�nition of slavery.   If you accept socialism, you

reject individualism.

Historically, during the times of epidemics, the well-to-do parents of children living in cities would often

send their children to live in the countryside. Ironically, the more isolated rural areas were less likely to

have high herd immunity from vaccination, however crude it was in earlier times.  The lack of

conveniences also promoted health--physical labor, sunshine, coarse food.... For a number of reasons,

parents intuitively understood that "civilization" was a threat to their children.  Just living in the city was a

health risk.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

bahmi0

Vaccines and the crushing plethora of medications are part of the big Pharma/New World Order

scenario. At the rear of this movement is the goal of murdering off a very large percentage of humans

so the "elites can live better, more productive lives". In other words, what good are useless eaters?

When you think of Bill Gates, Microsoft owner, think of his zealous promotion of the abhorrent

"common core" education system. Up is down, down is up. Gates is also a vaccine-er, he loves 'em and

sees nothing but sweet Nirvana from using them. If you think these billionaires are all great humans,

guess again. In the immortal words of Honore' Balzac, French writer, "behind every great fortune is a

great crime". The billionaires are behind dumbing down of Americans, uncontrolled immigration to

provide their cheap labor, and the lovely vaccines. How nice!

 Posted On 07/02/2017
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stanleybecker

- Almond - many advanced Western societies are "socialistic" - Hitler and Stalin used the term

socialism to mask their " totalitarianism "- to characterize socialism as anti individual when France

and Britain has guarantees that protect individual rights is fatuous

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

mourningwarbler

And, Almond, there is no "herd immunity." In the TRUTH ABOUT VACCINES (I think that's where I heard

it), those of us who HAD two kinds of measles, chicken pox, and mumps, have/had herd immunity.

When I nursed our babies, they were getting a shot of that; but now, by the time women who have been

"fully immunized" nurse their babies, they got nothin'. Apparently measles has become a greater threat

to infants for this reason.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

LNLNLN

I believe that enforced vaccination is a physical assault and uninformed consent might be considered to

be assault with fraud!  It is part of the reason I left working for the NHS because it was part of our role not

to advise, but to convince people to let us inject their babes. Pink Floyd had it right with 'another brick in

the wall' - not about vaccinations but somehow it is that too....   www.youtube.com/watch

 Posted On 07/01/2017
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pgoltz

I agree with you totally. Since when do doctors EVER get informed consent? They NEVER tell you what

will happen if you ACCEPT their treatment. Just what might happen in a few cases if you don't. If you

are in the hospital, expect them to commit physical assault on you without your knowledge (through

IVs and stomach tube feedings), over and over and over, and you can't do a darn thing about it. They

won't listen to you. They didn't listen to me. Instead, they humiliated me, defamed me in the hospital

record, and sicced Adult Protective Services on me. Can't sue. It's "standard of care" and no

malpractice attorney will touch it. They almost totally destroyed our lives and a very promising

recovery from the original medical condition.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

stanleybecker

LN - you say your role was to " convince" suckers to vaccinate - surely you mean " coerce" as the

medical authority is always totalitarian and brooks no non compliance?

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

sussmuss

Yes I agree, I recently had to go into a hospital for a hip replacement, upon research I discovered that you

will be  given a �u shot and a pneumonia shot, even when you are under anesthesia.     Anyhow it was

quite a big deal for them I had to sign a document they put a wrist band on me that indicated no shots for

me!     Wow also didn't want to be a organ doner.    That was even more of a hassel......... going to the

hospital can be hazard to your health in more ways than you can imagine....... can't go in ignorant for

sure!!!

 Posted On 07/02/2017
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Acroyali

As if anesthesia just magically disappears from your system in a few hours and there are no ill

effects! We nicknamed our local hospital "The Butcher Shop"...

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

teeko1

That is a good thing to know, Sussmuss. Thanks.  So the hospital didn't even inform you that they

would be giving you shots?!  I'll remember that, if my husband or I ever have to have an operation.  We

are elderly and have so far been able to refuse the �u shots without being given any hassle, thankfully.

 Posted On 07/06/2017

 

forbiddenhealing

So guess what?...Just about everything is a lie, half-truth and scam....Once you start turning over rocks

you can conclude that life is 99% BS including religions, educations, wars, drugs, foods and control ....and

smiling 2 legged snakes are under control of their sel�sh egos...game o thrones in modern suits. "Power

is only power if it is BELIEVED in."

Many doctors and nurses are �ne people, well aware of our crooked healthcare racket, but �nd

themselves under control of medical authorities and the "law"...A life free of the mainstream trap belongs

to fringe dwellers who do not doubt logic and their own eyes.,,,NO NO NO. Media is the great vaccine, so

many immune to truth...so many live in fear...so many believe.

 Posted On 07/02/2017
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PavelProstoy

According to you, logic tells me that 99% of your own post is not true. Your are certainly have a

religion and promoting one - that you are god. Nothing new under the sun says Ecclesiastes.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

stanleybecker

hi Forbidden - if doctors or nurses etcetera are aware of the harm they are complicit in but continue to

practice - they are instigators and responsible for criminal deeds - if they disapprove of the system -

they should get out of the system and vocally declare why - fellow travellers are part of the crime -

doctors like the adulation and authority - they know they are limited by knowledge but continue to

bullsh!t the public as to their omniscience - I think doctors should be taught humility throughout their

pharmaceutical brainwashing that is referred to as " medical education"

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

stanleybecker

Pavel - I think you have the wrong end of the stick - the False Gods walk around in white coats and

push fear wherever they can to guarantee submission - false idolatry is practiced by medical authority

that claims knowledge they don't have - and act in bad faith by coercing the public to believe their lies.

Pavel here is Eccleasiastes 4.5 - " The fool foldeth his hands together, and eateth his own �esh."
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forbiddenhealing

Pavel...I remember 3 quotes..."I'm son of Man."..."I and father are one."...and "Ye are Gods."..fr Jesus? or

Deepak..."The creator became the creation, therefore we are all part of the creator." Ever hear a

preacher dwell on these? Ever think the riddle-speak in holy books might be metaphorical?  Ever

wonder how personal will and strong intent work?..and are crippled by reliance on external forces?..or

Einstein and the physics involved....So why should I have to believe in what you believe? Why the

shame and peer pressure...and there is also the golden rule...The universe and all life is electrical..just

never met the electrician......Miracles I have encountered were by my own hand..and a bit of

mysterious luck..

Stan...These med folks are like soldiers under command..they spent 8 or more years in school, are in

debt  and now need an income to live on...and most don't form individual practices and need hospital

privileges..they got tied up 6 ways ta Sunday...That said they need to nut-up and advocate for the poor

patients..en masse...many already overstep convention and use Vit C, HBOT and other inexpensive

safe stuff...where most any patient should receive oral or IV Mega C along with a customized mineral

cocktail..AT LEAST!...And that said there are lotsa by-the-book jerks that will value their income over

your life, jus like our esteemed politicians....I hate injustice in any form, specially when medical

authorities hide the truth and deceive the public...That could be me/was me till I �gured it out...pain

the great teacher.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

stanleybecker

Yea Verily Forbidden - " experience" was the seminal poet William Blake's message - here is a great

troubadour of the 60s proclaiming and reviving Blake's theme -

www.dailymotion.com/video/xdp44k_jimi-hendrix-experience-are-you-exp_m..
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chavah

Stanley, the slow, secret death of the six-string electric guitar. And why you should care:

 www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2017/lifestyle/the-slow-secret-death-o..

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

stoic

musicians are born. not made. there is a biological cap on it. it’s not a volume proposition & trees don’t

grow to the sky. there is a random distribution of skills, talents. and everything that’s born, dies. just

like Twain did. the rumors catch up, become facts. markets for musician output shift.

expand\contract. but whether a market conduit narrows or widens, the musicians are there. the music

is there. not hearing it on the radio, or seeing it on tv, doesn’t mean it’s not there. i heard someone say

of Santana that even if he’d never achieved fame, he’d still be doing what he does, in bars, clubs, dives

– wherever he could do it. just so. audiences emerge. or not. & who cares? musicians don’t play for

audiences. or to move guitars. musicians play because they are musicians.

www.youtube.com/watch

www.youtube.com/watch

www.youtube.com/watch
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stanleybecker

phheeeewwwww chavah - I'm 68 - a dinosaur - sure music has moved on - but I was part of a

revolution - I want people to know this - that change is possible - not just violent change but cultural

change which is even more important - the 60s were a poetic [troubadour][ revolution catalyzed by

music and literature and psychedelic experience - consciousness needed to change as a challenge to

the ethos of say the holocaust and the Vietnam draft/ Black Enlightenment/ an end to slavery/

emotional liberation/ maverick thinking - this was revolutionary - it changed society

since then the reactionaries have reasserted their power - but remember even those who espouse

reactionary ideas yearn for Freedom - of that I am sure  - chavah, I might be out of date but I am not

out of Time - there is a need for CHANGE like never before - this planet has had previous extinctions -

yes, I am speaking from the Wilderness - I know that and you know that - but does that negate my call

- if we face the precipice - a yawning chasm - there is no choice but to look down into the chasm -

perceive its depth - Zion means " HOPE" - but hope will not be enough - I appeal to all sentient beings -

"COME TO YOUR SENSES!"

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

stanleybecker

welcome back stoic - thank you for pointing out the synchronicity of the musical impulse [Jung would

give the nod] - people �ll the spaces that open up - in the contemporary epoch there is no space - only

control mania - "Achtung" and all that jazz - we know that genocidal impulses respond to individual

pathology's  - but knowing this brings us no closer to teleological progress

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

ellaswan

en.wikipedia.org/.../Only_Lovers_Left_Alive
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sten

400 studies show that the more vaccines that are given at the same time, the higher the hospitalisation

and death incidents! It is quite natural! "Hormesis" is what makes us strong in the sense that what kills us

in too high doses often but not always strengthen us when taken in small enough doses. Today's "block

vaccinations" of children are like nuts realising running is good, concluding putting small untrained

children through marathons is better|!  Vaccination, in the sense of one clean well-monitored shot at a

time, is likely good and non-destructive training, most of the times. But let's face it, multiple shots

together is similar to sending those who barely can swim into deep waters. There are good ways and bad

ways to save costs.

A well-proven way to build strong immune system is to get the childhood diseases like we did before, one

at a time, by organising old style kids get togethers when known standard diseases occur. But there is

only bene�ts to parents and taxpayers in that, no money in it for drug pushing pharma industry. So they

keep lobbying and scare mongering gullible politicians, and they get away with it!  Yet a Dutch study

showed that having gone through childhood diseases one by one meant less disease as grown ups,

including less cancer! And nobody would even dream up that getting more than one childhood disease at

a time is better, yet multiple vaccinations  is used! We are born with an immune system which is like an

army of untrained soldiers. No generals would send untrained recruits straight into battle, yet our "vaccine

generals"  insist that it is the right thing to do.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

stanleybecker

sten - I am not sure that your suggestion that possibly a single vaccination might have some bene�t -

this is a moot point with the allergic component inbuilt with reagents - the theory being that immunity

is alerted by introducing toxic substances to increase the immune signal - this theory is �awed - this

theory is not producing health bene�ts

 Posted On 07/02/2017
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sten

To Stanley Becker. Strength and immunity are increased through what is known as "hormesis", but

only as long as the "injury" or challenge is managed by the exposed animals, including us. Yes, it

means that one cannot be sure that a single vaccination is going to work, as you say. It depends on

the general state of health of the individual and the dose. And individual strength is not checked, yet

vaccination advocates usually put forward the weak as being especially exposed to disease, and that

they must be vaccinated �rst, ignoring that they are the very ones that may often get a too large dose

resulting in lifelong disease or death. Reckless!

The theory of vaccination is based on "hormetic response", which is not wrong per se. But used by

uneducated politicians and pro�t driven pharamaceutical representants, the bene�cial interval is

assumed to be across the board. The main objective I have against single vaccinations are the

adjuvants that are mixed in without consideration to long-term damage by accumulation combined

with unevaluated same doses also for the weaker. Mercury is naturally number one to avoid, as it

accumulates. Others? Read the book "Stop the Clock" by D. Mangan. A very interesting look on how to

delay ageing, and some insight in that what we do  to achieve that often can have a counterproductive

effect.  Here a link to more about "harnessing hormesis" or �nding the favourable interval where

stress builds up instead of breaks down. gettingstronger.org/hormesis

Also physical exercise is good for us only due to the U-shaped (upside down U, really) hormetic effect.

Way too little -no effect and way too much - death. Todays "same dose for all" vaccines seem to land

too many too far into danger land.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

stanleybecker

en.wikipedia.org/.../Hormesis
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sten

To stanleybecker re hormesis. Thank you for the link! At the end of the short wiki-explanation, it says:

"It is conjectured that low doses of toxins or other stressors might activate the repair mechanisms of

the body. The repair process �xes not only the damage caused by the toxin, but also other low-level

damage that might have accumulated before without having triggered the repair mechanism."

A  related guess/hypothetical explanation is that limited toxin exposure is only damaging old or/and

dysfunctional cells, resulting in increased mopping up or cell cleaning, or what we call autophagy.

Autophagy also increases stem cell production and naturally, all adaptive creatures would build in the

"experience" of the stress that wiped out the last cells, likely into stem cells, since immunity usually is

life-long. One could call the hormesis so described for "Cellular Darwinism". A primary up regulator of

autophagy is intermittent fasting, probably explaining why sick animals refuse to eat, indicating for us

the same. That my metabolic syndrome disappeared through intermittent fasting is however likely

related to the autophagy consumption of the fat droplets that had accumulated in my liver. Autophagy

takes many useful forms. Notably it is very active when we are young, and declines  with aging. Yet

intermitten fasting is well known to up-regulate autophagy, and several hormetic substances also

increases it.

 Posted On 07/02/2017
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iamblessediam

Hi sten & Stanley -- The body is hardwired to go through the "hormetic state" for good reason - think

apoptosis - otherwise a person would die within 24 hours from - among many things - sepsis.  What

interferes with the body's hormesis abilities is an imbalance in natural nutrient sources or too much of

a natural nutrient source - think antioxidants as an example - or TOXINS.  The adjuvant's purposely put

in vaccines to stimulate an immune response or as a preservative - think aluminum, thimerosal,

polysorbate 80, formaldehyde, etc. - are TOXINS that mess up and/or shut down for a period of time

the body's hormesis abilities.  People that advocate the HepB vaccine at birth forget why

Grandmothers and Mothers always told new Moms - "Don't give your newborn any form of honey for at

least one year" - it wasn't because of the sugar in honey - it was/is because the enzymes in raw honey

are antimicrobial and too strong for the infant's developing microbiome - the microbiota [gut] in

particular.  At birth a newborn's body is about 85-90% structured water by weight - that percentage

declines over the �rst three years to around 65-70%.  Can you imagine what the combination of the

aforementioned toxic adjuvants exposed to non-native electromagnetic energy - think EMF/EMI and

hospitals are LOADED with the stuff - does to the "life code information" in the structured water the

child is born with - it "scrambles" that information which interferes with a whole lot of body system

functions including hormesis.  I don't think ANY form of vaccines that contain known toxins is safe or

advisable for anyone anytime - toxins - among many things - interfere with the body's hormesis ability.

 Love, blessings and peace!

 Posted On 07/02/2017
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wmh1923

Sten_ I love your analogies!  As an avid runner (typically half marathons) I also advocate for too much

of a good thing is bad...I see people all the time go to ultra marathons and Iron Mans which as a

lifetime goal may be �ne a few times but to continually train on that level I feel mostly injures the body

instead of improving it long term.  Not to over simplify but let's face it that's what most people need is

science broken down into common sense examples...taking a bit of poison (vaccine) is sometimes

necessary to build up immunity.  Similar to build a bigger muscle we need to work it to near

exhaustion so it can repair and grow stronger.   However the balance is di�cult because lift too hard

and it goes from repairable damage into real damage that needs to heal to have normal operation

again.  Just like vaccines- I believe we really need to move on instead of an ALL or NOTHING

argument into the realm of how much and at what stage is the MOST bene�cial.  I hate statistics and

studies because one thing I know for sure is that numbers can be slanted and twisted.  Very simple to

take the same results and show them in a slightly different light or comparison and make them both

show the appearance of completely opposite results yet technically both be true...so frustrating that

people can't look past the bull we are fed.

 Posted On 07/24/2017

 

ASD quotexpert momquot

"Miller's Review of Critical Vaccine Studies" is the best single book I've seen for educating parents and

doctors.  Thank you very much, Dr. Mercola, for this article!

 Posted On 06/10/2017

 

jamessmom

American babies are now given two shots within hours after birth---one, the vitamin K shot, has some use,

but the HepB shot is totally useless. The autism rates in the U.S. have increased signi�cantly since this

shot was mandated.
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Underglaze

And right now on the television they are pushing the HepB vaccine.  Things are getting so bad in our

country.  The almighty dollar seems to be King and God in the US.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

dude01

jamessmom, greens (kale, collards, spinach, mustard, turnip, beets, cabbage swiss chard, etc) are

loaded with Vitamin K.  Wouldn't a more natural and less risky way of getting the newborn adequate

amounts of Vitamin K be to have the mother include these greens into her diet,  and then transfer the

bene�cial vitamins and other nutrients to the child through the mother's breastmilk?

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

jamessmom

dude01: When my daughter was born, the midwife gave her a dropper of vitamin K liquid, and that

satis�ed the law at that time. She said that the vitamin K shot was necessary when baby boys were

circumcised in the delivery room (a horrifying thought) and hence needed their blood to clot right

away. Since that barbaric procedure is no longer practiced at birth, presumably no baby needs to have

vitamin K immediately at birth, and within a day or two, they make their own vitamin K. I'm sure the

pre-milk has vitamin K in it, too, as you suggest, because nature provides babies with what they need.

We only interfere with the process.
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19beets

I am so thrilled to see this article and this book.  I have gotten into very uncomfortable debates with

friends about this issue. After watching The Truth About Vaccines videos, I contacted Governor Brown's

o�ce in California where I live. I told his secretary to request that he watch these. I can't understand how

Brown can be so gullible ...  if not caving to pharmaceutical pressure. On another note, the Amish Anomaly

(Dan Olmstead) showed only three incidences of autism in the Lancaster, Pennsylvania, community, two of

which were vaccinated.  When some didn't believe this, another survey was taken in 2006 by Dr. Strauss

et. al., who discovered 9 autistic children, which raised the rates to 1/5000 ... US average is 1/68. A small

percentage of Amish do apparently vaccinate but some only one or two vaccines as opposed to the

outlandish number the CDC recommends.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

stanleybecker

hi beets - the Amish show the same ratio [of autism]  as that recorded in the general public prior to

Mass Vaccination - this is clearly because they are NOT vaccinating

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

winlink

It is not just the media. The drug companies, doctors, our government and biased media have all work

together to make 90% of the population completely brainwashed. Most people become ugly and hostile

toward anyone who questions vaccinations. You put an article like this one on your Facebook...be

prepared for absurd, even hateful comments. I have done so a few times and eventually I just take them

down.
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stanleybecker

if you get a reaction - this is better than " passive acceptance" - take the negs in your stride - they are

making Zombies come out of their narcosis - maybe even casting doubt as a shadow on their

consciousness [although they might not have any consciousness] - don't give up - reaction means an

a�rmation of content - stay with it - www.youtube.com/watch

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

medsol1937

Surely now, some doctors will be convinced that the science does exist, while others - well ? There are non

so blind as those who do not wish to see !

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

queenoftheworld

A surgeon that I met earlier this year was an interesting guy, as he continually preaches the bene�ts of

low carb diet.  In part, based on what he sees inside.  He also told me many stories about how at least

half of what you learn in medical school will be not true within 20 years.  He used an example  of his

immunology class which had all information scrapped 2 months after he passed it.  I look at vaccines

as another med school lesson that will be tossed into the trash bin eventually.  Unfortunately, so much

damage is done waiting for that time to come.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

Martix

There's none so blind as those that don't want to hear......
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TimW_203

A study was done by Erasmus University in the Netherlands some few years ago. They compared a group

of children with cystic �brosis, who are mandated to receive �u vaccines because of the parlous state of

their lungs, with a group of healthy children who did not receive the vaccine. They found that the CD8

white cell population in the CF group crashed to effectively zero; these are the so-called memory cells in

the immune system. Thus, although the vaccination may have been moderately effective in protecting the

children from this speci�c strain of the virus ( there are many different strains circulating every year ), this

comes at the expense of rendering them far more susceptible to similar-but-different strains which they

may subsequently be infected by; ie their immune systems' memory of past infections, and thus ability to

rapidly respond to them, is obliterated.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

stanleybecker

this information is smoking gun  " crimen injuria" - meaning it is premeditatively enforced despite prior

knowledge of its harmful results
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FitnessLawyer

Yes- My American Friends; It's all about FRAUD- and MEDICAL CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY. In Canada-

things are a TAD better. There is little actual forcing vaccines down our throats. We have a little thing

called the Charter of Rights and Freedoms which keeps doctors from physically murdering patients.

Doctors die at an average age of 56- usually far sooner than they decide to even crack a book about

vaccines. Most doctors are too busy taking their own rectal temperature to pick up a book on Vaccines.

Gosh- I'll bet almost no doctors out there have ever even read the inserts accompanying vaccines. Most

allopathic doctors literally do not know their a** from their elbow. (see my book Fire Your Doctor- Hire

Yourself" The Vaccine Solution lies not in education of the medical community- it lies in the criminal

PROSECUTION OF THE MEDICAL DOCTORS AND BIG PHARMA CRIMINALS. This is a global problem-we

need to bring back the Nuremburg Courts.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

stanleybecker

which plutocrat/ Big Money cabalist makes the most pro�t out of diminishing human potential and

cursing Mankind with the plague of autism and crippling billions with allergic reactions? - this accolade

must go to Billy at the Gates of Hell" - also known as Bill " philanthropy of death" Gates - he vaccinates at

gunpoint - www.sott.net/article/232027-131-Children-Vaccinated-At-Gunpoint-in-Mal.. and uses his

�nancial resources to make vaccinations mandatory - Bill Gates is the single biggest pro�t taker from the

human misery and autism disaster that forced vaccinations with the bought legal immunity from

prosecution - they needed immunity from prosecution because Gates knew that legal claims would end

his "cash cow" honey pot

 Posted On 07/02/2017
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CaddyB

Stan, I found it so interesting that Trump spoke out against vaccines while campaigning and then shut

up after a visit from Big Pharma. If he would just continue speaking out I would almost start

respecting him. Almost.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

stanleybecker

hi Caddy - Trump is no one's savior except himself - he will be waiting for his second term to put the

kibosh in - he wants a legacy - and he is aware that bulklsh!t is not a legacy - If you are looking for

salvation - my advice is not to believe that it will come through the sleazy corridors that politicians

ambulate in

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

chavah

CaddyB, the only thing Trump spoke out about was administering several vaccines at once to children.
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Almond

Been limping along on my computer since Dr. Mercola made security changes. With so many other

demands at this time of year, technology was not a high priority. Finally, I am fully back online again, able

to reply, etc..  I made good progress on outdoor painting--plenty more to do. So much outdoor work needs

attention all at once at this time of year, but being outside in warm weather is good for my skin. I must be

careful not to take off clothing for too long in hot sun, though.  :-) Because my largest garden is

surrounded by wilderness and weed seeds continue to  blow in, I am constantly weeding. However, soil is

incredibly fertile. Wildlife is at a distance due to diatomaceous earth, a dilute solution of dried tiger urine

and bird netting--so far, anyway. I lost a lot of sun�ower seed to crows, though. I have been away �shing

and done well enough to �ll the freezer with many kinds of seafood, too. Need meat this fall.

My gardens are thriving. These are salad days. I pick several kinds of domesticated  berries daily and they

are just beginning. Popcorn grew 2' in the last 48 hours! Really! Legumes are climbing trellises, so I must

string higher levels. Tomatoes!  Potatoes (even sweet potatoes) are bushy. Cole crops are doing their leafy

thing. Frilly carrots and bountiful beets. I am watching melons/cukes for growth spurts. Herbs and runner

onions, garlic, shallots are taking off!  Looks like there will be plenty of squash of all kinds for friends,

family, neighbors, too. Must can peaches and cherries. I probably planted everything wrong in my haste to

get seeds in the ground, but nature is benevolent and generous. Wild berries soon--such abundance,

wondering whether I should start a second carboy of wine. Must invite neighbors over to pick, too. I help

those who are ambitious and willing to help themselves. I am feeling esp. blessed. I am reminded that

work is opportunity. Opportunity is often unrecognized because it comes knocking dressed in work

clothes

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

therealjones

I just watched a baby deer eat all my raspberries. I didn't have the heart to shoo it away. Its mother

was there also and had a terrible limp.
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jeffbaker

Almond, Nice to see that your computer problems are solved for the time being. I remember from the

end of June through August as being the worst time for invasive weeds to the garden. It was always

my busiest time of work so the only way I could somewhat keep up with the weeds was by using a line

trimmer between the rows of plants and then heavy mulching with grass clippings. This worked better

than letting the garden go to the weeds. Now that I live in the deep south I do miss the different

seasons of vegetable gardening - especially the many varieties of tomatoes that I grew. I also miss

river �shing in Wisconsin in the spring and fall. I do not miss the cold weather though.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

Acroyali

TRJ, that's humanity at it's �nest...made me smile, thank you =)

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

therealjones

Thanks Ac, your comment made me smile!  (And it beats the private messages I get from people

telling me what a jerk I am)

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

seg

jonesy are to set up to get messages only from friends... If you are then that's what friends for,

www.youtube.com/watch  ..  

by the way i am currently eating a jerk chicken leg..What a jerk i am so from one jerk to another .. lol.
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iamblessediam

Yo TRJ...me thinks those derisive "PM senders" have an emotional intelligence quotient of near ZERO

- much like "billy boy" from the Gates of Hell - AND - he's a ZERO because - to borrow some Tom

Clancy logic - "I ain't got any time for stupidity and I DON'T suffer fools lightly."  I've gotten at least one

or three of those "types" of PM's - I just ignore them and blow KISSES at them - as in K...M.A.. -

sometimes I do catch myself thinking "Oh snap - wait a beat - on second thought, I won't give you the

privilege;-))))))))))))))))))!"  What's up with the Cav's front o�ce move?!?!

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

Almond

Miller states, "Before I even started to research vaccines, my wife and I pretty much knew intuitively that

we were not going to inject our children with vaccines."  I would like to know how he was able to exempt

his children.  Did he live in a state that does not mandate vaccination?  By what means did he opt out?

 Many of us would like to learn from each other about how to do this.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

queenoftheworld

II'm fortunate that despite state mandates, I live in Oregon where I can just tell the pediatrician No

vaccines.  For school, every year I had to sign a form saying I have objections to vaccinations.  Now,

new law requires me to turn on an online video to get a certi�cate that promotes the wonderful

bene�ts of vaccination.  I'm so thankful I've done this.  When the �rst child was born I was certain that

an immune system adjusting to the world didn't need vaccines the day he was born.  And did I ever

play up the indignation of 'how dare the hospital staff presume that I was taking my child home to a

hepatitis infected household.'
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jamessmom

Unless you put your kids in daycare or an institutional setting, you actually have until they are four or

�ve years old to avoid vaccines. At least for now. There are no states that require kids to be

vaccinated if they are not cared for in a public setting. Even in California, you can refuse vaccines if

you homeschool, but you do not have to provide proof until the child enters kindergarten. You might

not be able to �nd an M.D. to treat your babies, but if they are breastfed and avoid antibiotics, they

won't get seriously ill. You can always �nd an O.D. or even a chiropractor for well-baby visits. And so

far, only three states have completely taken away your right to choose, including California, although

you can still homsechool. Interestingly, as soon as California's new vaccine law came into effect, the

autism rate among new kindergartners jumped that year, much higher than the rate for other ages.  

Unless you live in one of those states, ask for a religious or philosophical exemption. There are many

great sample letters on the Internet. As I've said many times in this forum, I have two fully vaccinated,

chronically ill adult children and one nonvaccinated healthy teenager. She doesn't get checkups

because she is never sick, unlike the other two, who have multiple, permanent health challenges that

interfere with their ability to earn a living and live independently. She has a religious exemption, based

on statements of beliefs that I submitted three times to the school. Now that she has passed the last

checkpoint (ninth grade), they won't bother us again. We just don't tell anyone locally about this for

fear that parents won't want her associating with their children, which makes no sense if they are

vaccinated. Note that among my two daughters' friends, EVERY family has at least one special-needs

child, usually a son. And everyone of their friends, without exception, has asthma or some kind of

allergy.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

jamessmom

Queen of the world: You had to acknowledge that nonvaccinating is dangerous? Did you do so, even

though you must believe that is not true? Can they later come and accuse you of medical negligence?

I was supposed to sign a statement acknowledging that vaccines are safe and that nonvaccinating my

daughter could kill her and others, but I crossed out the statement and said, "Not true," then I signed

the form.

 Posted On 07/02/2017
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stanleybecker

jamesmom - your story sounds like it came straight out of Orwell's 1984 - especially the part where

you keep your decisions to yourself so as not toi alarm your neighbors

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

Acroyali

As far as pets go, medical exemptions (where I live at least) are still OK'ed, thankfully, as I had a very

ill and elderly dog that was due for "boosters" and I �at told the vet I was uncomfortable doing

anything that might set him into a downward tailspin.  He was given an exemption.  What confused me

the most is I didn't have to sign anything... On the �ip side, the clinic we use for emergencies just

recently decided that no "elective" surgeries (spays, neuters, dental cleanings, etc.) can be done

without a full battery of boosters.  As Cotton Hill so eloquently put..."I'll take mah biznizz elsewhere..."

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

katguy

There are many resources out there to avoid the vaccines. I am not a fan of Facebook but they have

many groups that give out advice for avoiding vaccines. Many people believe they are mandatory but

that is not true in most states. At the very least hold off for as long as possible and research detox to

use after any shots. Never do more than one at a time no matter what they say. They will make more

money for future "well baby visits", just remind them of that little fact.

The whole well baby visit thing is just a money maker. My Mother had 4 kids between 1958 and 1966

and never took any to a pediatrician. We had a family doctor and he made house calls if we got really

sick which was hardly ever. He charged her 5 dollars for a visit and thank God we got very few

vaccines back than. We survived Chicken Pox, Mumps and Measles. Imagine that.
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Almond

Acroyali...  you are right about telling practitioners "or I will take my business elsewhere".  It shows

how mercenary many are..  It works often enough with enough of them that I can still get occasional

medical care when I refuse to answer their intrusive questions--stuff I do not want on medical records

accessed by govt.  I tell them that all you need to know, except for the recent injury, is that I am in

exceptional health.  Before you give me any drug, you will discuss it with me and get my permission.

 That pretty much covers everything. I have gone so far as to use an assumed name and fake address,

etc. ( I learned this from working in health care as I saw it often enough and knew that no one ever

questioned a patient's identity as long as they paid cash-at-point-of-service.  A friend also taught me

to say that I want to pay cash because I am moving and do not want bills left unpaid if I am uncertain

of my new address.)  I used to feel guilty, but learned some hard lessons about protecting myself from

those who would take advantage to harm me.  Under such circumstances, all is fair.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

queenoftheworld

Jamesmom:    Our current law, I didn't have to sign anything, just get a certi�cate that I watched a

video about the wonders of vaccination.  The video has to play in its entirety, then the certi�cate pops

up for printing.  Prior to this, all I had to do was check off the religious exemption box.  Nothing at all

to incriminate myself.

 Posted On 07/02/2017
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happywifehappylife

Vaccines are one of the most HEINOUS CRIMES against children in particular!  IT IS CHILD ABUSE and

those promoting this stupidity should be put in jail for life!  They are the most despicable people in society

today.

I was interviewed on 3 NBC stations recently for 45 minutes disclosing several REAL SCIENCE issues

regarding mercury and aluminum due to limited time frame, was not able to talk about more.  During that

interview I disclosed how SIDS happens and how Aluminum hydroxide is the main culprit and mercury is

also a contributor.  ALL degenerative diseases involving neurological issues is greatly caused by

Aluminum and Mercury.  Look at the CDC site and see how they lie, deceive, and obfuscate the truth

regarding Ethyl Mercury saying it is safe because it leaves the blood in 5 days.  Really?  Where does it go?

 Methyl mercury leaves the blood in 54 days.  They tell women to avoid �sh when pregnant, but tell them

to get a �u shot that  contains Ethyl Mercury.  When it leaves the blood, it goes to the brain converting to

Inorganic mercury that is 50 times more toxic than methyl  mercury.  The give the �u shot to 6 month olds

now!  OMG.  Aluminum coagulates red blood cells blocking all watershed areas of the body supplying

oxygen with capillaries.  This is what causes SIDS!  They put polysorbate-80 in vaccines so the heavy

metals cross the blood brain barrier easily now.  They put peanut oil in all vaccines but don't disclose this

in the in formation given to doctors because it is a TRADE SECRET!  Human fetal body parts,

formaldehyde, foreign animal DNA, and so much more!  This is CHILD ABUSE and they should all be put in

jail for life!

 Posted On 07/09/2017

 

frotototo

"What's good for Big Pharma is good for America... especially Californians"... Big Brother

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

stanleybecker

hear, hear - Big Brother is the front man for Big Money - off with their heads
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iamblessediam

Give them cake to eat �rst...that's made with GMO ingredients;-))!

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

ArnePaul

One thing will prevent this from being taken seriously: corporate pro�ts. The vaccine pushers are the

same ones who misjudged the �u vaccine a few years back but told everyone to "take the shot anyway".  

Considering the American Medical Association and the American Cancer Society, two of the most

respected and relied on medical administrations in America were started by the old robber baron John D.

Rockefeller. He did this by bribing corrupt congressmen (what a shock, eh?) to steer all medicine into

heavy reliance on pharmaceutical drugs, to treat symptoms, not for cures, so the drugs and chemicals he

had a monopoly on would have a steady supply of always sick, always dependent "customers". And yet

these two awful organizations are not only the go to authorities and STILL push heavy, consistent use of

often useless or even poisonous drugs but in the �rst thirty years of their formation had all the holistic,

preventative care medical schools shut down for "quackery", along with stripping the licenses of

physicians who were non-drug pushers. American medicine, with a few wise exceptions, is awful, keeping

patients as obedient drugged customers. BTW, roughly a third of all prescribed drugs are merely to

counter the toxic effects of other prescribed drugs. See? It's a win/win for corporate pro�ts.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

tobyguy

I have a friend who has two children who are autistic , all happened after the vaccines ...What a shame .

All of this adds up to greed at the cost of our kids lives . Wake up ...STOP this madness. Bible says these

things will happen in the last days , two many things to even mention just On babies lives alone . People

are evil doing evil things for that dollar .
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farmercist

Has anyone noticed that since kids are required to get vaccines to get into college they seem to have lost

their critical thinking skills?  When you hear them speak about how angry, scared, and anxious they

are............and they are all victims that need safe spaces..........you're stunned at what happened to the

youth and future leaders.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

Klraine

"Acs4457" wondering if you have done your research on the "heathen" in the Whitehouse to �nd out his

views on this very subject? He has been repeatedly bashed for questioning vaccine safety and its link to

autism unlike HRC who was adamant about mandatory vaccinations for all Americans.

 Posted On 07/02/2017
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happywifehappylife

The evidence is increasingly against Vaccine Technology, but drug companies are mustering up their

forces to engage on this issue.  Robert F. Kennedy, jr. told me we need to have an open debate on the

subject and drug companies won't allow that because they know they will lose.  The evidence is way

too strong against their Make-Believe-Science and they know it.  The biggest problem we face is that

people are using "correlations" to create the argument against vaccines and need to focus on the real

science.  The real science completely blows the vaccine industry into the trash!  There are other

factors that skew the evidence and those things need to be addressed as well.  REAL SCIENTIFIC

Studies need to be done by unbiased researchers, but drug companies seem to be able to continually

in�ltrate any issue involving vaccines.  Their $30 billion dollar windfall pro�ts where they don't have to

advertise, spend money on research proving safety and e�cacy, and just supply a product to be put on

the "schedule" controlled by big pharma.is just way too tempting to abandon that shareholder value!  

The news media is incredibly disingenuous and looking at pro�ts and power the drug companies give

them.  Honesty in the media is a past we do not have today.  Fox news gets 70% of their advertising

revenue from drug companies.  They claim they are fair and balanced.  Really?  Look how they

promote all the drug ads and vaccines as a good thing.  Wonder why?  LOL.

 Posted On 07/09/2017

 

katguy

Keep up the good work Dr. We can not rest until every one is awoken to this vaccine nightmare that is

killing and maiming for more than they ever saved.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

terryneal

The current way of thinking will have to be taken out into the woods and buried deep. The conventional

authorities will have to be beaten over the head with 10 pounds of proof before they'll even begin to

change their minds. Money trumps truth, sadly.
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hedgey

NO, most doctors still won't respect your opinion. They are brainwashed. Doctors still hand out Cipro and

Levaquin like candy, in spite of 300,000 death and millions of lives destroyed.

 Posted On 07/09/2017

 

pgoltz

I should always mention this. Normally elected o�cials are immune from lawsuits for any legislation they

pass. However, I think any time an elected o�cial votes to mandate a medical treatment (vaccines,

�uoridation), he should be sued for practicing medicine without a license. Maybe eventually they will

learn. What say you?

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

grulla

I want to comment here, about today's #2 forumless recipe article. At �rst glance, I thought the article pic

was an Avacado dip recipe due to the typical green looking avocado color...not.  But today's recipe article

also reminded me that I have never liked buying any soft, mushy, ripe fruit due to taste, texture, and

released fructose/sugars. And in more recent times, I have discovered that less ripened resistant starch

(RS) fruit helps avoid the starchy fructose metabolism; that much better. But I found the one exception to

all of this is ripe, mushy and soft Avocados whose skin has turned black, and therefore whose texture has

become a soft, natural dip for my organic blue corn chips, with no fuss, other than to cut the fruit in half,

and simply chip-dip (or celery) away. Green avocados simply are too hard (and sometimes also �avorless),

and won't do unless you emulsify them in a blender or food processor. And also, avocados are not known

for any signi�cant and noticeable fructose on Dr.M's glycemic index for fruit chart, (they're not even

listed).

articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2016/07/04/unripe-banana-p..
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Barbara Charis

Newborns should not be given Hepatitis B.  I have read it is caused by infected needles used by drug users

  or occurs in those who have had multiple sex partners. Like the article states we are 34th in the world

with the worst infant mortality rate; and many infants are dying their very �rst day of life.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

epi-cure

She's no stranger to Mercola.com and here as well as in her co-authored recent book delivers a history

lesson that dispels the mendacious memes of vaccine sycophants. Several others also worth watching

too at AutismOne 2017

www.youtube.com/watch?v=DkNmMHyWGNg&list=PLtw9iWxwfPldYIunR7lctt9-..

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

farmercist

I'd like to see a study done on mandatory vaccines for college kids and lost critical thinking skills.   Have

you seen how these "future leaders" act anymore.  It's like they'd been dumbed down and lost their minds.

 Posted On 07/02/2017

 

farmer_c

A little story about vaccines, that you may print out and read for your children: The Emperors New Vaccine:

helsekonsulenten.dk/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/the-emperors-new-vaccin..
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mourningwarbler

And about the "evolving" microbes: they only lose genetic material. Nothing gained. But the lost material

causes them to survive, for example, just as a broken bridge keeps the marching enemy soldiers from

having access.

 Posted On 07/02/2017
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Guillermou

Dr Suzanne Humphries, a practicing nephrologist (kidney physician) says the vaccine industry isn't giving

people both sides of the story, and parents need to get informed before subjecting their children to

vaccines that can potentially cause serious harm or even death. ----1) Why she became concerned about

vaccines after noticing kidney failure in patients who recently received vaccines. ----2) Why vaccines are

often contaminated with unknown viral strains, and why the vaccine industry has covered up known

vaccine contamination (and knowingly sold contaminated vaccines to be used on the public). ----3) Why

the entire vaccine industry needs to be questioned, and why a new effort is needed to scienti�cally assess

whether vaccines are really safe or effective.

---4) Why the fairy tale that "vaccines eradicated polio" is a false mythology -- here's what really happened.

----5) Why the "smallpox" vaccine has never been proven to be effective against smallpox at all. ----6) Why

vaccine industry research is extremely �imsy and ignores rigorous standards of scienti�c evidence.

(Using improper placebos designed to minimize the appearance of side effects, for example.) ----7) Why

the vaccine industry won't test vaccines versus unvaccinated children (they're terri�ed of the results).

---8) Why children caught up in outbreaks of meals are often the very same children who were vaccinated

against meals! ----9) Why vaccines may actually suppress the immune system and cause increased

vulnerability to future infections. ---10) Why many childhood infections such as chicken pox are perfectly

natural, normal and even HEALTHY. ---11) Why the outlandish and unscienti�c behavior of the vaccine

industry is causing an erosion of credibility across all "science." ---12) Why many of the people engaged in

pushing vaccines have �nancial ties to vaccine companies. www.brighteon.com/5dce22d3-a19a-465b-

ab3b-838e78b49e48  .---
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juststeve

Gui, in their backwards, upside-down Universe Real, Organically Acquired Herd Immunity is denied in

favor of Pro�ts, Convenience and Control. Denied is "the disease organism mutates and becomes

more virulent within the vaccinated population, it raises the stakes not only among the vaccinated but

also among the unvaccinated, who are now faced with a far more virulent foe than normal. (Because

the microorganisms are always attempting to evade the vaccine.)" This where the occasional Freudian

Slip occurs when health o�cials said during the Planned-Panic, everyone has to be Jabbed to protect

the vaccinated. This was also expressed during the Disney Measle outbreak pre-Planned Panic where

nearly all affected had been vaxxx'ed, and a similar Whooping Cough Outbreak. Instead, we got their

solution is do more of what is causing the problem in the �rst place. If the Vaxx's protects one, why do

unvaxxxed need to be jabbed?

 Posted On 03/24/2024

 

Guillermou

That's right, 160 PLUS RESEARCH STUDIES AFFIRM NATURALLY ACQUIRED IMMUNITY TO COVID-19,

IN THAT NATURAL IMMUNITY IS FAR SUPERIOR TO VACCINE INDUCED IMMUNITY: DOCUMENTED,

QUOTED; DR. PAUL ALEXANDER, We should not force COVID vaccines on anyone when the evidence

shows that naturally acquired immunity is equal to or more robust and superior to existing vaccines.

Respect bodily integrity. palexander.substack.com/p/160-plus-research-studies-a�rm?utm_source=..

 (01/03/2022).---------NATURAL EXPOSURE IMMUNITY EVIDENCE EXISTED EVEN HISTORICALLY

FROM THE ATHENIAN PLAGUE OF 430 BC WHEREBY HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS SHOWED THAT

RECOVERED PERSONS WERE PROTECTED WHEN RE-EXPOSED TO INFECTION 'The same man was

never attacked twice and certainly not fatally', this was known dating back 430 BC; this is natural

immunity (natural acquired-adaptive immunity) that doctors disregarded for COVID.

palexander.substack.com/p/natural-exposure-immunity-evidence?utm_sourc..  (02/09/2023)
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versatile

Yes. We know how to cure polio. We don't want to know.

 Posted On 03/25/2024

 

MASONMANNIX

WHY IS THIS NOT FRONT-PAGE NEWS? That’s the question I ALWAYS ask myself when I read an article

like this or in any other forum regarding the love affair between mainstream media and BigPharma.

MERCOLA ARTICLE QUOTE: Mainstream media makes approximately 70% of its income from

pharmaceutical ads. They do not want to publish or promote anything, even in their newscasts that would

be critical of vaccines because it could compromise their potential to keep bringing in these millions of

dollars they make every year from the pharmaceutical companies.". MY RESPONSE: That pretty much

sums it up. Are sick of seeing Jardiance, Ozempic, Sotyktu, Ubrelvy+Yerboy and the others? Each network

has its own in-house Chief Medical Editor and listening to them, it is so obvious they will not say anything

to jeopardize causing the media corporations they work for to lose those $dollars$ in any way.

 Posted On 03/25/2024

 

e_g5680

“No rami�cations for failure to make reports of vaccine adverse advents” - now there is where the problem

is. Corruption at its �nest!

 Posted On 03/24/2024

 

Brodson

Autism is a cover up name for vaccination brain damage. Stay away from all vaccinations.
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candigirltoo

my son hallucinated after getting a vaccine so I said no more. His pediatrician swore at me and dismissed

me when I reported it and refused any more. obviously, I �red him. also I agreed to a single vaccine but

they gave him the entire MMR trio. I should have sued.

 Posted On 03/24/2024

 

Maritt

In the UK we are now bombarded with radio advertisements using the voice of a young child telling us how

important it is to vaccinate all children against whooping cough and measles to prevent them dying or

become disabled.

 Posted On 03/24/2024

 

MrPOrangi

Back in the day we had a doctor check that it was "only measles" and not something serious. Some

parents had measles parties so their children got natural antibodies. Whooping cough has/is treated

rapidly with nebulizing minute dose of hydrogen peroxide and/or high regular dose of Vitamin C

 Posted On 03/24/2024

 

GoldCoaster

This is sickening. How can some doctors not be convinced of vaccine injuries? They are the ones

administering the vaccines, and seeing patients or parents returning to them with their side effect

problems.
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MrPOrangi

How can they ok when children "harmers" in prisons across the globe are treated as the worst of the

worst by rapists, murderers etc. I'm afraid after a life time of believing with trust and respect I now

have no respect at all

 Posted On 03/24/2024

 

Almond

Still waiting for those responsible to be held accountable. Long time passing. It is a bad omen that we are

still in the same place. Most of the 3-letter agencies are corrupt. We are all being considered just �unkies

on the plantation to be used as pro�t units.

 Posted On 03/24/2024

 

juststeve

Amen to that. Countless numbers of citizens punished for Non-Compliance, countless numbers of

those who Complied as best they could but lost their lives work, some generational worth 'punished.'

Yet we get...now, now, let's not get too testy, we didn't know, if - mind you -if there even are negatives it

was all one big whoopsie. Further insult to injury, still getting stick to the party line with the same Bull

Spit of the last four years, while drip by drip what was revealed in some corners from nearly day one is

begrudgingly getting well yeah, we got that wrong. Not to worry. Kill one and it is murder, kill

thousands, destroy millions of lives, means of living and it is just the unfortunate costs of doing

business. Meh...
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